
Woven DIamonds—1 inch Strip Preparation 
 
Strip preparation (at home before class, please!) This will take about an hour and 
a half to do. 
 
For 1 inch bias tape maker tool: 
 

1. To aid in feeding strips through the bias tool, spray about 3 inches of one 
selvage side of each weaving fabric with spray starch and then iron dry. (If 
your fabric is flimsy, you can starch the whole piece. Your call.) 

 
2. Strip cutting, messenger  bag or mini-quilt panel:  

a. From diamond fabric: 
i. For the multi-color diamond  pattern, cut three  2-inch strips 

WOF from each of your six diamond colors, WOF=width of 
fabric  (NOT on the bias—it will be too stretchy for our 
purposes)  

ii. For single color outline fabric option, cut nineteen 2-inch 
strips WOF from your outline fabric  

iii. For the two-color outline option, cut ten 2- inch strips WOF 
from each of your two outline fabrics 

 
3. Strip cutting, tablerunner: 

a. From star fabric: 
i. For the multi-color diamond pattern, cut three 2 inch strips 

WOF from each of your six diamond colors, WOF-width of 
fabric 

ii. For single color outline fabric option, cut twenty 2-inch 
strips WOF from your outline fabric 

iii. For two color outline fabric option, cut ten 2-inch strips WOF 
from each of your outline fabrics 

 
 

4. Then, take the starched end of each strip and cut a rough point on this end. 
This will really help you feed the end of a fabric strip into the bias tape tool.  

 
5. Using your iron (with steam, if possible) and the bias tool, feed each of your 

strips through and press as they come out, leaving a gap of 1-2 inches 
between bias tool exit point and iron. (Pinning the initial bit of fabric that 
comes through the bias tool to the end of your ironing board helps keep it in 
place as you iron it.)  Note: I use the bias tool oriented upside down, so that 
when I iron the strips, the raw edge is down, not up. (I think that this is the 
opposite of the instructions included with the bias tool.) I find it works 
better. The strips should look very nice and uniform. The bias tape tool 



works really well! (Don’t worry, you will get into a rhythm with this. I like to 
listen to a nice podcast while I work.) 

 
Hang the strips so they retain their shape, or lay them flat. Bring extra fabric to 
class with you! 
 
If you have any questions about this, either call me at 925-819-2480, email me @ 
daaes@comcast.net, or I will be working at In Between Stitches on Mondays, and 
you can stop by. 
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